Divergent Visions Contested Spaces Early
the mdg hunger target and the contested visions of food ... - contested visions and analyses, and this
framework contrasts with the broad agenda adopted at the world food summit which highlighted food security
as a problem of access and rights, and the issues of distribution, empowerment and participation and
sustainability as important dimensions. contested visions of american democracy: citizenship ... contested visions of american democracy: citizenship, public housing, and the international arena jo ann e.
argersinger1 abstract this essay reexamines the history of public housing and the controversy it generated
from the great depression to the cold war. by recasting that history in the global arena, it demonstrates
divergent visions of wildness and naturalness in a storied ... - divergent visions of wildness and
naturalness in a storied landscape: ... are all contested. this is perhaps unsurprising given that such choices
connect directly with a range of difficult philosophical and practical debates, summarised in table 1, which are
being actively disputed within governing the future under climate change: contested ... - governing the
future under climate change: contested visions of climate change adaptation lauren rickards1 abstract climate
change adaptation is a trojan horse of contested, ideological meanings under the guise of a largely technical
and apolitical process. competing visions of education in timor-leste’s curriculum ... - inconsistencies
are the result of the actors’ divergent visions of education, their working conditions, and their unequal access
to information about the reform. these factors are compared across the reform pillars of language, ...
professed aims of policy to examine how policies are made and contested at various levels’ (2014, p. 140 ...
visions of social transformation and the invocation of ... - the contested interpretation of the right to
housing is caught up in ... reveals how efforts to control physical space are caught up with divergent visions of
the future of mumbai, and of india itself. in one vision, mumbai ... visions of social transformation and the
invocation of human rights in mumbai: the struggle for the right to housing ... the congo question:
conflicting visions of independence - the congo question: conflicting visions of independence jonathan j.
cole-- history ... the crisis became a hotly contested historical moment, a moment that had divergent
meanings for its african, european, and american participants. i intend to show that these divergent appraisals
set the stage for the conflict between lumumba’s african ... associate professor california state
university, long beach - california state university, long beach significant transformations occurred in brazil
between 1920s and 1945. during these two and a half decades, rio de janeiro and são paulo--the economic,
political and cultural centers of brazil--became the battlegrounds for contested notions of national identity and
divergent visions challenges to stability assistance in rojava - sites@duke - •the syrian identity is widely
contested between the main stream opposition, rojava supporters, the assad regime and key international
actors. • sharply divergent “visions”of syria’s future: – a united democratic country maintaining territorial
integrity – a federated country with self-autonomy for ethnic groups – status quo what is ‘development’? sage publications - what is ‘development’? 11 mean for the scope of ds (i.e. what is a ‘developing’ country).
section 4 then turns to indicators of ‘development’ with section 5 summarizing the content of the chapter.
chris alden, yu-shan wu south african foreign policy and ... - south african foreign policy and china:
converging visions, competing interests, contested identities abstract south africa’s burgeoning relationship
with china exposes the increasing complexities of its post-apartheid international relations. on one hand
bilateral relations have deepened since 1998, due to the increasing complementarities the evolution of
citizens’ rights in light of the eu’s ... - the evolution of citizens rights through the juxtaposition of
divergent visions of transnational mobility whose identification can serve as a heuristic device for
reconstructing institutional practices. this approach builds on the work of the american migration scholar
hiroshi motomura who demonstrated that the us perspective on immigration politics of water, energy and
peace on the salween river ... - contested, with divergent visions, discourses and practices. three pathways
• pursuit of large hydropower dams before a political agreement for peace between the central government
and ethnic groups is complete • political dialogue and genuine peace followed by deliberation brian alberts
preliminary exam subfield reading list ... - divergent visions, contested spaces: the early united states
through the lens of travel (new york: routledge, 2006). liebersohn, harry, the traveller’s world: europe to the
pacific, harvard, 2006. corporate governance principles - sec - contests is particularly important, since the
competing director slates typically offer divergent visions for the company’s future. absent attending a
meeting in person which may be cost– -prohibitive – investors who wish to vote among nominees listed on both
the management and dissident ballots risk contested mobilities: politics, strategies and visions in ... contested mobilities: politics, strategies and visions in swedish bicycle activism dag balkmara and jane
summertonb acentre for feminist ocial s studies, chool of humanities, s ducation and e ocial s sciences, Örebro
university, Örebro, sweden; bthe swedish national road and transport research institute (vti), linköping,
sweden abstract the contested politics of technology: biotech in bangalore - the contested politics of
technology: biotech in bangalore ... by exploring the contested politics of technology within a particular ...
relating to divergent interests, and how some visions of ... chapter 15 “what is freedom?”:
reconstruction, 1865-1877 - chapter 15 “what is freedom?”: reconstruction, 1865-1877 this chapter
discusses the challenges faced by northerners and southerners after the civil war. the federal government
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debated various policies for bringing the defeated confederate states back into the union. this chapter also
discusses what happened to the emancipated slaves as they contested landscapes. conflicts of interests
and ... - contested landscapes. conflicts of interests and controversies in planning and using space 54 spatium
dominant interests in urban transformation one of the most important, decisive conflicts is actually that
between land use value and exchange value, in other words, between a vision that considers the city a good
and one that interprets it as a the european union and the contested politics of ‘ever ... - the assertion
of diﬀerent ‘nation’ state interests and contested visions of what ‘ever closer union’ should comprise. this
respect for the diversity of state interests may be seen as a strength as european integration both deepens
and widens, particularly in taking in central east european states. armed mobilisation and the nexus of
territory, identity ... - positioning, and divergent political visions. thus, rather than being a direct cause of
armed mobilisation, minembwe territory served mostly as a mobilising narrative centred around conﬂicts
related to territory, authority, and identity, which had to rally support for and justify violent action.
furthermore, the article shows that the precedent and speech - scholarshipw.nd - the first amendment will
fluctuate as these divergent visions compete for primacy. when there are five votes in favor of the former
approach, public officials will be sharply restricted in their power to regulate campaign-re lated speech. if
personnel changes on the court lead to five votes in favor of bibliography multicolored atlantic - unigraz “in another country.” 1927. the complete short stories of ernest hemingway. foreword by john, patrick, and
gregory hemingway. new york et al: scribner, 2003. 206-210. religion and the sciences - dspace - religion
and the sciences opportunities and challenges edited by ronald a. simkins and thomas m. kelly 11. contested
spiritual landscapes in modern american astronomy leandra swanner, arizona state university introduction on
columbus day in 1992, a coalition of western apaches, environmentalists, and who pays for the next - sage
publications - ingness and choice in pursuit of divergent visions for how the terms of social interde-pendence
should be reset: the particular ways in which flood insurance should individualize or socialize flood risk. as in
the case of social policy, the distinctions that emerged from this debate, discursively and institutionally,
reorganize arrangements literary criticism and - tabuk portal universtiy - divergent visions, contested
spaces the early united states through the lens of travel jeffrey hotz “like parchment in the fire” literature and
radicalism in the english civil war prasanta chakravarty between the angle and the curve mapping gender,
race, space, and identity in willa cather and toni morrison danielle russell rhizosphere regulating food and
pharmaceuticals in the eu: a ... - regulating food and pharmaceuticals in the eu: a comparison of styles of
governance sara dudley a thesis submitted to the faculty of the university of north carolina doctor of
philosophy tischa a. muñoz-erickson - doctor of philosophy tischa a. muñoz-erickson will defend her
dissertation how cities think: knowledge-action systems analysis for urban ... knowledge-action systems in
complex, dynamic, and contested urban governance context? i developed and applied an interdisciplinary
framework that draws from ... divergent visions of future urban ... forthcoming in studies in contemporary
jewry, vol. 27 ... - formulations were uncritically incorporated and, gradually, they were adjusted, contested
and refined as part of an ongoing multi-focal dialogue. in its specific academic route, this field has been
marked by two main foundational areas: jewish studies proper, centered on the social and ... divergent visions
on the functionality of the center ... the - europe.unc - continental europeans, both of which have distinct
and divergent visions for how the alliance should proceed. president obama’s administration has been
reasonably clear that it sees its strategic priorities in the pacific, south asia and middle east.1 despite the awe
in which the negative-sum game and how to move past it - true, has been vigorously contested ever
since the country’s independence in 1991. divergent visions of culture, history and language set apart many in
the south and east from those in the west and centre. given the highly centralised nature of the ukrainian
government, those in charge in kyiv have escom visions briefing note - oppla - creation in scotland remain.
these include contested views about land use amongst multiple stakeholders, concerns around trade-offs with
other land uses, and a lack of synergy between policies and plans. this briefing note presents the results of
research which used a mixed-methods approach to elicit ‘visions’ for woodland expansion. contested state
the politics of heritage - particularistic visions of the past, they also retain the potential to reveal alternative
shared or pluralistic pasts and encourage shared futures. this can be difficult where control of the city is
contested and heritage sites represent biased views. many contested cities feature this is a manuscript
version in english of a chapter that ... - social movements, their resources and actions, and their
contending visions of immigration and borders. our overall perspective envisions a complex network of
contention leading to ... contested politics involves “ought” claims based on divergent ... perceived and
contested “factual” assessments of the world. (of course, the intended making european food safety
regulation as contested governance - 2001). the highly contested character of food safety regulation in
europe may represent a bellwether for conflicts that are likely to become more prominent everywhere in the
next few decades as technological change and globalization reshape the way our food is produced, marketed,
and distributed. asian american studies 5 - sites.uci - can be productively read alongside persistent yet
often divergent, even contested, visions of asian america. this course is designed to trace one such trajectory
in the creation and recreation of asian america through literature. paying special attention to the political,
economic, and social constraints review essay crisis, history and the challenge of ... - now contested. the
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divergent visions of the socio-economic future of south africa pull in different directions and are exacerbated
by emergent processes of class formation, and internal competition for office, produced by anc rule. these
ideological and social divisions also add great complexity, and enduring contesting names and statues:
battles over the louis ... - contesting names and statues: battles over the louis trichardt/makhado ‘city-text’
in limpopo province, south africa mahunele thotse 1 department of historical and heritage studies, university
of pretoria ... memoration with divergent visions of what the new discourse on the town should dreams and
visions in islamic societies - muse.jhu - dreams and visions in islamic societies felek, Özgen, knysh,
alexander d. ... tylor’s observation.2 the upshot of this literature, divergent as its conclusions may be, is that
dreams and dreaming seem to be promi- ... and contested through the production and circulation of ÷ad¥thlike journal of rural studies - hygeia analytics - developed countries. these divergent views are
represented as alternative paradigms, contrasting high-input, high technology farming, in which transgenic
technology plays a vital role, with an agro-ecological approach which views this technology as both
unnecessary and risky. this establishes the theoretical context for an exploration (in contested water rights
in the klamath basin - contested water rights in the klamath basin veronica dujon, principal investigator (pi)
dujonv@pdx 503-725-8503 funded by portland state university consultants: southern oregon university, us fish
and wildlife service, klamath basin ecosystem foundation and a ranching representative ideologies and
innovation: gender dimensions of business ... - ideologies and innovation: gender dimensions of business
history alice kessler-harris rutgers university an illustration from alfred chandler's venerable study, strategy
and structure, provides the framework for my argument. in one of his examples, chandler tells us that the
sears, roebuck company, eager to move from a mercosur 1 - international studies association - politically
contested (hurrell, 1995)– is not exempt of tensions and divergent interests and values are hold by an array of
actors within its boards. as a result, when combining these two main characteristics (the inexistence of
supranational institutions at the regional level and the consideration that rias are policy instruments both
fighting for “future vertical lift” - jantegler - an open question remains how these divergent visions of
timing would translate into budget plan-ning, once the services finish analyzing their rotor - craft futures early
next year. richard aboulafia, who analyzes military aviation spending for the teal group in virginia, cautions
that the army has only a “small window of time” to re-visioning ‘lebanon’: power-sharing during the
postwar ... - consociational system turns into a political terrain where divergent visions of the state are
unfolded and fiercely contested. this was more . 10 evidently manifested in the mounting antagonism between
two competing nation-building projects in the post-syria era: an economically liberal ... chapter 14 the
experience of university of western sydney ... - was the inﬂuence of the divergent visions of the
members that discussions of a university-wide mission statement took more than 2 years to resolve. the role of
the university’s “headquarters” became one of a broker of some form of compro-mise on planning issues
rather than leadership of institutional discussions of an eui working paper rscas 2007 25 legitimating the
european ... - the contested meanings of an eu constitution florian oberhuber eui working paper rscas
2007/25. this text may be downloaded only for personal research purposes. additional reproduction for other ...
(2002-2003) we looked at the divergent visions and expectations that fed into the laeken mandate and
master of arts in international development studies (maids ... - divergent visions emerging that range
from working to protect the river‘s natural resources to plans for extensive hydropower development. looking
towards the upcoming mekong summit on april 5, professor surichai welcomed the anticipated new political
commitments to share the mekong river, but
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